Abstract. In this paper, we have presented a new hybrid conjugate gradient algorithm for solving unconstrained optimization problems. The parameter β is a convex combination of the PRP and FR conjugate gradient methods. Under general wolfe line search conditions, we proved the global convergence of the algorithm. The numerical results show that the proposed methods are effective.
Introduction
Many practical problems in engineering can be translated into the following unconstrained optimization problem min (), , and k β is known as the conjugate gradient parameter. For general nonlinear functions, different choices of k β lead to different conjugate gradient methods. There are some well-known formulas for k β which are given below(see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] ) :   1   222  111  22  111111111   ||||  ,  ,  , or by other formulae(where
, the symbol  stands for the Euclidean norm). In general, the FR, DY and CD methods have strong convergence properties, but they may have modest practical performance due to jamming for general objective function. On the other hand, the methods of PRP, LS and HS in general may not be convergent, but they often have better computational performances. In recent years, many researchers devoted to the hybrid or mixed conjugate gradient methods which have better computational performances and strong convergence properties. Such as, combining between PRP and DY conjugate gradient methods, N. Andrei [7] proposed the following hybrid method:
where the parameter in the convex combination is computed in such a way that the conjugacy condition is satisfied, independently of the line search. In order to take advantage of the attractive features of the HS and DY conjugate gradient methods, [8] proposed two hybridizations methods based on Andrei's approach of hybridizing the CG parameters convexly and Powell's approach of nonnegative restriction of the CG parameters.
In this paper, we focus on hybrid conjugate gradient methods as a convex combination of the PRP and FR conjugate gradient methods. We selected these two methods to combine in a hybrid conjugate gradient algorithm because FR has strong convergence properties, on one side, and PRP has good computational properties, on the other side. In general PRP method performs better in practice than FR, and we consider this in order to have a good practical conjugate algorithm. Further, if the line search fulfils the general wolfe conditions, we establish the global convergence of our method. Numerical experiments show that our proposed method is preferable and in general superior to the classical conjugate gradient methods in terms of efficiency.
Description of algorithm
Due to the parameter k β is very important to analyze the global convergence of the conjugate gradient methods. In order to avoid the drawbacks of FR and PRP methods, in our algorithm, let (1) 
Now we state our algorithm as follows.
Algorithm A:
Step 0 Initialization: Given a starting point Step 1 If
, STOP, else go to Step 2;
Step 2 Compute the search direction k d by (2) and generate k β by (3)
Step 3 Compute step size k α such that,
Step 4 Let
, k := k + 1, and go to Step 2 Remark:
, the algorithm performs the restart strategy. i.e. let k x be the initial point, select the steepest descent direction as the current search direction and reuse (3) to start the iteration. 
2) If

Global convergence of algorithm
The following basic assumptions on the objective function are assumed, which have been widely used in the literature to analyze the global convergence of the conjugate gradient methods. Throughout this paper, the symbol denotes the Euclidean norm.
H3.1 i) The objective function ()
fx is continuously differentiable and has a lower bound on the level set 00 {|()()} n LxRfxfx =∈≤ , where 0 x is the starting point.
ii) The gradient () gx of ( ).
Then we have that 
Numerical experiments
In this section, we give the numerical results of Algorithm A to show that the method is efficient for unconstrained optimization problems. The problems that we tested are from [10] and [11] . We stop the iteration if the inequality NI-the number of iterations; NF-the number of function evaluations; NG-the dimension of gradient evaluations; NaN -means the number of iterations more than 5000 or the method fails. problems DeJong, Axis hyper and Rastrigin. Therefore our numerical experiments show that the algorithm is efficient.
Conclusion
In this paper, a new hybrid conjugate gradient algorithm is proposed in order to avoid the drawbacks of the PRP and FR conjugate gradient methods. The parameter β is a combination of the ideas of PRP and FR. The numerical results for some classical unconstrained optimization problems show that the proposed methods are effective.
